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Abstract
The article approaches different concepts of Large Urban Developments (LUDs) as products of the notion of a “spatial fix”
(Harvey, 2001), which explains why built or natural environments can be deployed in the process of creating opportunities
for new investments. Greece and Cyprus are two countries in the south of the European Union that underwent delayed
urbanisation and significant land fragmentation in the form of small size private ownerships and with limited experience
in comprehensive development. Greece has adopted a well-structured but complex spatial planning system, bureaucratic
with limited effectiveness, adaptability or flexibility of delivery processes. On the other hand, Cyprus has a flexible but
centralized system, effective in processing change but problematic in regulating quality in the built environment. Both
countries recently experienced major financial crises. In the early 2010s, both governments promoted, as part of an eco-
nomic recovery policy, extensive real estate development on public or privately-owned land with emphasis on LUDs as
ways of addressing economic shortfalls. Inappropriately, LUDs have been primarily “conceived” as opportunities to attract
foreign investments rather than a means of tackling crucial current deficiencies. New spatial planning frameworks merely
add greater “flexibility” to the system in order to accelerate large private real estate investment. The article attempts to
reveal, through case studies’ reviews, the impact of LUDs in countries with no infrastructure or experience in accommodat-
ing large-scale investment. It explores how the experience in Greece and Cyprus differs in terms of the relevant legislation
adopted, the effectiveness in fulfilling its primary objective in attracting investment, and what are the possible social and
environmental consequences on the planning acquis.
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1. Introduction

The main objective of the article is to investi-
gate processes and delivery models of Large Urban
Developments (LUDs) in Greece and Cyprus. LUDs, in
terms of their economic reasoning, are approached
through the notion of “spatial fix” (Harvey, 2001). Both

European Union (EU) countries experienced a serious
economic recession during the early 2010s and used
means of prioritization in attracting global real estate
investment as one of their main recovery policies. A dis-
tinct difference, which makes for an interesting com-
parison, lies in the impact of institutional and planning
frameworks in the development process and outcomes.
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The Greek planning appears to be significantly influ-
enced by local interests/pressures which often shape
the outcome of LUDs, whereas in Cyprus top-down de-
cision making is strong and decisive in swiftly delivering
projects. Key questions are: How far do the temporal
trajectories of each case lead to different forms of spa-
tial development? What are the terms of reference in
each case? And what may be the future of long-term
planning practice?

The article begins its investigation from a criti-
cal assessment of the top-down planning systems of
both countries focusing on the planning tools that pro-
mote the effective implementation of the LUD policy.
Comparative conclusions are drawn from the evaluation
of three aspects of current practice: the nature of plan-
ning frameworks; how effective they are in delivering
LUDs; and what the impact would be on the associated
physical and environmental contexts. Key differences be-
tween Greece and Cyprus in LUD practice, like the pre-
ferred locations and development types, are highlighted.

Case study evaluation is one of the key methodolog-
ical tools which focuses on parameters such as the rele-
vance of projects to their wider conventional spatial and
planning contexts, the discrepancies in the way special
issues arising are managed, the consideration of envi-
ronmental implications, the effective policy delivery in
relation to initial objectives and, finally, the views of lo-
cal communities in considering their associated values
and impacts.

The article attempts to verify whether the compre-
hensive added value of LUDs for these regions is a pos-
itive aspect or if it simply constitutes a “spatial fix” of
global economic activity.

2. Global Challenges, New Requirements for Spatial
Planning and the “Spatial Fix”

During the past decades, a surplus of global investment
funds alongside the supposed “security” of real estate
investment became the basic premise for a trend, which
can be observed worldwide, combining “ease” and “at-
tractiveness” in property investment practices (Sisson,
Rogers, & Gibson, 2019). Foreign Direct Investments
(FDI) have become a crucial agent of economic devel-
opment and competitiveness among cities and regions.
Between 1990 and 2011, FDI increased almost 200%
globally (Kalafsky, 2012). During the same period, an in-
creasing proportion of wealth―almost 8% of the global
GDP―was kept in offshore domains, seeking opportuni-
ties to launder itself through a network of companies
and service providers that use real estate and property
investment as a preferred vehicle (Cooley, Heathershaw,
& Sharman, 2018). In this context, LUDs created a so-
phisticated economic strategy involving global real es-
tate agents, research centres, engineering and software
development firms, material and construction system
providers, etc. (Nethercote, 2018). Furthermore, global
forums such as the Council of Tall Buildings and Urban

Habitat (CTBUH) promote the idea of LUDs. CTBUH is ac-
tive worldwide as a resource for professionals supported
by influential global stakeholders: 26 of them come from
Italy, Spain, France and Greece; 15 from Israel, Turkey,
Lebanon and Egypt. This probably indicates an emerg-
ing global interest for this type of development in the
Mediterranean Region.

Financial downturns contribute to the transformation
of this latent dynamic into political pressure for the intro-
duction of emergency planning frameworks. In most EU
countries, a combination of re-forming and bypassing re-
strictions of formal planning was the answer to this new
challenge (Reimer, Getimis, & Blotevogel, 2014). In this
context, Greece—and to a lesser extent Cyprus, where
the national economy was operating for several years un-
der bailout programs—fast-tracked the design and adop-
tion of special planning tools associated with real es-
tate investments on public and private land in order
to increase attractiveness for investors (Serraos, Greve,
Asprogerakas, Balabanidis, & Chani, 2015). Factors such
as the attractive and, in many cases, unique coastline,
the Mediterranean climate, natural beauty, tax incen-
tives and a tourism industry with a potential for growth
created quick and easy investment channels.

Harvey describes how the global boom-bust cycles
in the built environment related industries facilitate tem-
porary “fixes” of the capitalist system, smoothing crises
caused by over-investment or over accumulation (Clarno,
2019). The idea of “spatial fix” (Harvey, 2001) explains
why built or natural environments can be deployed in
the process of creating opportunities for fresh invest-
ments in order to absorb the pressure of the global
over-accumulation (Jessop, 2010). Furthermore, Mayer
(2017) highlights that major actors that develop cities
and regions as mediators of global capital often form
powerful alliances that assist in prioritising their interests
rather than those of the local population (Büdenbender
& Golubchikov, 2017).

In this context, the impact of “territorial entity” and
its different temporal trajectories are extremely effective
on the forms through which over-investment is realised
in different spatial contexts (Harvey, 2001). Governance
could be seen as a spatio-temporal trajectory that de-
fines the footprint of global investments on land space.
Planning and property development are complex aspects
of governance, different in each case, with different re-
sistances in top-downmanagement (Jessop, 2010). Since
the competition among states and regions for the attrac-
tion of global real estate investments is growing, cen-
tral states are seeking ways to strengthen their execu-
tive authority on planning in order to become more ef-
fective in absorbing international funds (Jessop, 2010).
This approach sometimes leads to the abandonment of
long-term planning (Harris, 2019). The public authori-
ties, therefore, find themselves as managers of these
“firms following the logic of business management, be-
ing engaged in product development and marketing”
(Madanipour, 2006).
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3. The Formal Spatial Planning System in Greece
and Cyprus

European planning systems and their instruments and
policies differ considerably (EU, 1997), whichmakes com-
parison valid only on the basis of their output.

The Constitution of Greece is the cornerstone of
planning policy. Along with the safeguarding of the
right to property, it states that “the right to property
therein may not be detrimental to the general inter-
est” (Hellenic Republic, 1975). For public utilities, own-
ership may therefore be expropriated in all cases with
full compensation of the land. “The protection of the nat-
ural and cultural environment,” as well as the “territo-
rial restructuring of the country, development, urbaniza-
tion and the extension of cities and residential areas in
general” (Hellenic Republic, 1975) fall within the obliga-
tions of the State. Within this general framework, laws
947/1979 and 1337/1983 attempted for the first time
to introduce a comprehensive spatial planning system in
line with international practice. In the 1990s, two new
laws, 2508/1997 and 2742/1999, were introduced in or-
der to regulate all planning procedures with the deploy-
ment of a wide range of tools covering planning at a na-
tional scale and concluding with the establishment of ur-
ban plans (Angelidis, 2000; Serraos, 2007).

Despite the fact that the country had a comprehen-
sive spatial planning system, effective spatial governance
in practice was only partially possible since substantial
weaknesses that emerged connected time-consuming
procedures; delays in establishing the National Land
Registry; the unsecured and erratic flow of associated
financing; and finally the inability to reconcile oppos-
ing interests in the use and management of the space
(Koudouni, 2014). Indicative of these problems is the fact
that, after more than 30 years, a binding clear designa-
tion of land uses has not yet been finalized, while in par-
allel the building control system continues to show con-
siderable deficiencies (Koudouni, 2014).

More recently, laws 4269/2014 and 4447/2016
(Hellenic Republic, 2014, 2016) were launched with the
principal objective to “improve the coherence and func-
tionality of the spatial planning system.” This new leg-
islation is clearly interested in the accommodation of a
desperately needed “flexibilization” of the planning sys-
tem in relation to the facilitation of investments, which
at the same time is supposed to exacerbate spatial frag-
mentation (Serraos, 2014). The current spatial planning
system in Greece facilitates this objective by distinguish-
ing the Strategic Planning (Special Spatial Programs and
Regional Spatial Programs) from the regulatory level of
Development Control. The latter also operates on two lev-
els; the first refers to Local Spatial Plans (LSPs) and Special
Spatial Plans (SSPs), and the second to Urban Planning
Implementation Plans. It is argued that the SSPs serve the
extraordinary and special needs of space development
and weakens the regulatory planning value of the LSPs
(Melissas, 2010). By operating at the same planning level,

they work in parallel and compete with the formal “regu-
latory” urban planning at the local level. SSPs in particular
can also easily and quickly modify the regulations of the
LSPs, as well as of any other specific urban planning lo-
cal regulations, especially when they concern permitted
land uses and building regulations and restrictions.

Regarding the equivalent regulatory conditions in
Cyprus, the post-colonial 1960 Constitution pays almost
equal attention to the human right of private property and
to the right of the State to intervene in private property
for the common interest, especially in relation to planning
and development (Republic of Cyprus, 1960). Due to the
Turkish invasion and the spatial division of the island, the
Planning Lawwas not enforced until 1990 and neitherwas
the “Island Plan” nor has any kind of national spatial plan-
ning framework materialised so far (Ioannou, 2016). The
Constitution and the Town and Country Planning Law of
1990 gives the Government and the Minister of Interior
the aggregated power to decide on all planning issues.
The 1990 Law also recognises the deficiencies and de-
fines the need for three levels of spatial plans: a) “Island
Plan” to cover the whole territory; b) “Local Plans” for
the main conurbations and other specific regions and a
“Policy Declaration” which includes the general text and
zoning maps for the rural areas; and c) “Area Schemes”
which are detailed district and urban plans that have had
a very limited application so far. The system continues to
be incomplete with only the middle scale of intervention
being fully developed (Ioannou, 2016, 2019).

The Minister of Interior was granted the authority
of preparing “Local Plans” and “Area Schemes” to an in-
dependent “Planning Council” but acts its authority on
the final draft of all plans. The Minister also intervenes
through horizontal “Orders” and “Circulars” which can
be published at any time if specific issues arise, more of-
ten through various political pressures than environmen-
tal ones. Furthermore, the Council of Ministers exercises
from time to time its supreme authority on specific and
general issues by passing the provisions of the official
plans. These conditions of extended discretionary pow-
ers for a case by case planning decisions without a clear
framework of procedures for deciding particularly large
development plans, often and in principle, weakens plan-
ning practice. In some cases, planning authorities when
pressured might be vulnerable to prioritising the bene-
fit of individual owner groups, developers and investors
(Ioannou, 2016). It is also important to understand that
the development-planning context in Cyprus lacks a plan-
ning culture. Furthermore, the effort of building a plan-
ning culture after 1990 was slow but positive until the
2013 financial crisis (Ioannou, 2016), after which all de-
velopment activity stopped, and several developmental
factors were again put on hold.

4. LUDs’ Nature and Special Planning Context

Where piecemeal change clearly shapes “places” in the
long run, LUDs are step changes not only of local environ-
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mental significance but with impact on the norms and
behavior of future development practice.

In Greek legislation, the concept of LUDs first
emerged during the financial crisis in 2010, when impor-
tant investments were considered “strategic” because
of their potential for positive contribution to the coun-
try’s economy. The main spatial tool for servicing LUDs is
the SSPs (Hellenic Republic, 2016a). The specific forms
of the SSPs are: the ESCHADA plans (Special Spatial
Development Plans for the Public Property; Hellenic
Republic, 2016b), which refer to private real estate in-
vestments in privatised State property, and the ESCHASE
plan (Special Spatial Development Plan for Strategic
Investments; Hellenic Republic, 2010). The latter refers
to investments in private land considered “Strategic
Investment” (in accordance with the corresponding law,
which provides associated benefits and incentives). From
2014 onwards, the frameworks of SSPs can be used for
any major private or public projects deemed to require
particular spatial regulation of planning parameters and
aspects regarding land use and building capacity. Such
special circumstances vary from projects relating to the
regenerating of urban areas, the rebuilding and trans-
ferring of landslide urban settlements or even the con-
structing of large department store buildings (Hellenic
Republic, 2014). Proposals are obliged to comply with
the country’s strategic plans, i.e., the Regional Spatial
Planning and the Special Spatial Planning Frameworks. In
addition, SSPs also comply with legislation for the pro-
tection of the environment, forests, cultural heritage, de-
fence and national security. The adjustment to these
frameworks secures, to an extent, a level of alignment
with planning principles.

SSPs, which are designed for large investments, ap-
ply to both urban and rural lands. Nevertheless, in
most cases, LUDs are planned in areas outside local
plans where land is cheaper and therefore such projects
become more profitable (Spiliopoulou, 2018). An ex-
ception to this trend concerns the upgrading of exist-
ing urban developments, mostly shopping malls (i.e.,
Maroussi/Athens), where the local plan does not nor-
mally allow for further expansion. To date, the SSPs—
as defined by their specific legislation—have been used
to give the property a planning and investment char-
acter including land use and building capacity designa-
tions and the specific requirements of the urban plan-
ning legislative frameworks (such as environmental im-
pact assessments, demarcation of boundaries of natu-
ral landscape elements, protection of antiquities, forests,
seashores, etc.). However, it is noted that, while SSPs are
designed to stimulate investmentsmainly towards the in-
novation and technology sectors, in practice they are ini-
tiated mostly for LUD construction projects, particularly
in the tourism sector.

By utilizing these special spatial tools, rural or natural
areas with very low development prospects are becom-
ing development zones through fast track procedures.
Whereas planning procedures seem successful in shift-

ing land designations, the delivery of projects and the as-
sociated specific spatial tools show certain malfunctions.
According to the officially approved projects (Hellenic
Republic, 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016a, 2016b),
18 “Strategic Investment” projects were confirmed un-
til the end of 2018, while only two have been fur-
ther elaborated through the ESCHASE process. For pub-
licly owned land managed through the Hellenic Republic
Asset Development Fund (HRADF), only seven ESCHADA
plans were authorised. There are still no approvals of
proposals outside the SSPs noted above, where until
2019 no major development approved through the SSPs’
tool had been implemented and none had completed
the licensing procedures in order to begin construction.
This evaluation suggests that LUDs would not have been
feasible within the conventional planning system and
at the same time, special spatial tools seem not to be
sufficient as a mechanism for their effective delivery.
Simultaneously, and because of this special treatment of
LUDs, they have been particularly criticized by the aca-
demic community (Serraos, 2014) as being favourable
for investors but having adverse consequences for the
environment and its protection. The concern is that al-
though the state facilitates investments by granting fa-
vorable conditions and tools leading to large capital gains,
this whole endeavour does not seem to have been effec-
tive enough so far in delivering change ormajor local eco-
nomic benefits.

Other factors and considerations at a national level
which limit the attraction of foreign investment are
the lack of confidence in the local economy and ad-
ministration; the level of predictability of forecasts; the
lack of consistency and certainty; the speed and ease
with which cases are handled; etc. (Greek Industrialists’
Association, 2018). Furthermore, and from the experi-
ence of processing the first five LUDs, it seems the state
ought to ensure both sufficient funding for supporting
the implementation of projects by investors and compen-
satory benefit for local societies in order to be able to un-
lock the delivery of such large projects. As shown by the
review of case studies in this article, one of the major
stumbling blocks in the detail planning of large propos-
als is the necessary approvals and signings-off through
public consultation needed for projects to become real-
ity. Above all, however, it is necessary to realise that in
cases where there is no interest by investors, the imple-
mentation of a LUDs driven primarily by the public sector
will take much longer.

Whereas LUDs in Greece seem to remain “on paper,”
the shape of Cyprus’ cities has been dramatically trans-
formed by large-scale projects during the last years.

The range of projects, which can be characterised as
large-scale developments in Cyprus, differs considerably
from the practice in Greece. Large-scale out of town de-
velopments based on international models and compre-
hensive tourist resorts/villages, similar to the ones pro-
posed in Greece, have been part of the urban landscape
in Cyprus particularly since 1974. Such development aim-
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ing lately at specialised, higher value markets, continues
to prefer rural locations of high environmental values, ac-
quiring planning approvals through procedures very sim-
ilar to the ones described in the Greek examples. The
introduction of emergency mechanism for the delivery
of investments and the emphasis on LUDs affected sim-
ilarly the Cyprus planning system (Council of Ministers,
2016), especially since 2013 with incentives often asso-
ciated with increased capacity compared to the official
plans’ designations.

The availability in high value lands within built-up ar-
eas leads to large-scale proposals in urban areas often
very close to the traditional city centres and coastal strips.
Because of the difficulty of land assembly in urban areas,
increased capacity can only be achieved through taller
structures that indeed constitute themajority of LUDpro-
posals during the last 10 years (mainly residential devel-
opments). Figure 1 shows the dramatic change in the
landscape of the city of Limassol with the towers rep-
resenting sites where planning approvals were or are al-
lowed to be granted.While the capital of Cyprus, Nicosia,
does not indicate the same level of pressure, the con-
sideration of such development is similarly taking place
in the total absence of locally specific planning frame-
works simply on the grounds of lack of any other type
of large-scale investment proposed by the private sector
(Ιoannou & Nicolaou, 2018). There are clear inadequa-
cies in the following: building control; environmental as-
sessment of regulatory frameworks; technical know-how
associatedwith their construction and/or research on as-
pects of long-term viability and the effect of their social
and cultural impact, etc. (Ιoannou & Nicolaou, 2018). In
stark contrast to the situation in Greece, many approved
projects are constructed at a very fast pace, in a con-
text of total lack of consultation (public or institutional),
changing overnight the urban landscape of Cyprus’ cities.

In contrast to Greek practice, changes to the planning
and development control framework are prepared more

at the political planning level, rather than at the admin-
istrative one. This lack of specificity and legitimisation of
processes relates to all LUDs, including tall buildings. The
term LUDs does not have a specific mention in the formal
Cyprus planning or legislative frameworks. Furthermore,
the term “Urban” is not appropriately defined, with a
lack of clarity in areas which are considered urban in con-
trast to suburban or rural landswith only the boundary of
“development zones”marking areaswhere Development
Plans apply. The only clear statutory designation refers to
the Central Urban Areas that are clearly and accurately
demarcated onmaps for each of the Local Plans envelop-
ing mainly the traditional historic city centres.

The legislation is also unclear on the term “Large
Developments.” The study of official planning docu-
ments clearly indicates that a development in a plot
larger than four conventional residential building plots
(2,000 m2) and/or in some cases of a scale larger than
5,000 m2 is considered a LUD. Such definitions are inde-
pendent of location, environmental significance or other
compositional characteristics (density, mix of uses, etc.).
At the “Local Plans” level the situation is similar, with
no reference to structured strategies for the LUDs during
the past thirty years. The issue of small-scale land frag-
mentation, dispersed multi-ownerships and the ineffec-
tiveness of the real estate industry to provide sufficiently
large development parcels at the centre or even the pe-
riphery of the city centres is referred to repeatedly in
the text of Local Plans as a major hindrance toward re-
generation and renewal (Ioannou, 2016). Attempts by in-
centive measures in Local Plans are mainly quantitative,
where offering percentage increases in the cases of land
assembly is proven not to be effective so far (Ioannou,
2016). An exception to this lack of references is the pol-
icy for “Integrated Developments of Large and Complex
Land Uses” noted in all official plans, which aims specif-
ically at the facilitation of strategic large-scale invest-
ments on research, health, higher education, culture and

Figure 1. Exercise of possible high-rise LUD locations using Limassol Local Plan as background. Source: Ioannou and
Nicolaou (2018).
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sports. Such investment is proposed almost everywhere
at the periphery of the cities and the countryside, lead-
ing often to pepper-potting of key amenities across the
Island’s countryside with insufficient infrastructure pro-
visions, high accessibility, etc.

Just after the 2013 economic crisis in Cyprus, sim-
ilarly to Greece, there has been a stronger push by
the Government to encourage Large Developments as
a means of attracting foreign investments. The Council
of Ministers enacted its horizontal powers—allowed by
relevant legislation—and bypassed the official planning
system with a new incentive plan (Council of Ministers,
2016). This plan benefitted plots larger than 1,000m2

by an additional 0.30 building coefficient if the develop-
ment was in the designated central urban districts. The
plan also benefitted other types of urban or country-
side developments but focused particularly on tourist ar-
eas and commercial streets. The planning context also
allowed the accumulation of additional building coeffi-
cient from various incentives (listed buildings conserva-
tion, renewable energy, etc.). This plan was criticised by
several distinguished journalists and academics as deriv-
ing from or being relevant to the Government’s “Scheme
for Naturalization of Investors in Cyprus by Exception,”
which essentially provided a European passport in ex-
change for a €2.3M personal investment on the island
(Republic of Cyprus, 2014; Ιoannou & Nicolaou, 2018). In
this context, one can hardly suggest that the Cyprus plan-
ning context promotes LUDs in a controlled and struc-
tured manner.

An exception to the loose and discretionary frame-
work of the Local Plans is the new generation “Local Area
Plans,” which are beginning to be prepared for the cen-
tral areas of four big cities. The Nicosia City Centre Area
Scheme (NCCAS), enacted in 2016, covers less than 5%
of the urban conurbation of the city and it designates a
specific central business district where increased build-
ing density and permitted height aremaximised in a com-
pact area of approximately 1km2.

In 2018, after pressures from society and various
stakeholders both objecting to tall buildings, the Director
of Planning published a circular on High Rise develop-
ments setting several criteria for permitting high rise
development—most non-specific and non-binding, fail-
ing in this way to clarify the development framework
for LUDs (Department of Town Planning and Housing,
2018a). In actual terms, the new Directive legitimises
more than it regulates the liberalisation of height and
densities in urban areas.

This context clearly reveals that the Cyprus planning
context fails to promote LUDs in a controlled and struc-
tured manner or in one which can maximise the bene-
fits of large-scale inward investment locally. Most frag-
ments of policies are designed to facilitate the delivery
of private developments assisted by policies of economic
growth set by the central government agenda with no
due consideration of spatial or environmental benefits
or impact.

5. Case Study Review: Selected Recent LUDs in Greece
and Cyprus

The case studies reviewed are drawn from the period
post–2010 during which the most recent and unex-
pected economic crisis emerged in the wider South
Mediterranean region (Hadjimichalis, 2014). The con-
cept of LUDs as well as the need to develop and in-
stitutionalise appropriate planning tools is inextricably
linked to the intense efforts to overcome quickly this eco-
nomic crisis.

Two real case studies in Greece chosen for review
concern large tourist investments and represent the first
examples of approved integrated town planning pro-
posals; the first on public land (ESCHADA) and the sec-
ond one on private sector property (ESCHASE). Neither
case, however, initiated construction until the beginning
of 2019.

The development of Kassiopi on Corfu Island is the
first example illustrated in Figure 2. It is located along the
coast within public land of exceptional beauty and high
environmental quality. It covers 447 acres (265 acres of
forestry land). In 2012, after the transfer of the property
ownership from the State to the HRADF in the form of
shares, the tender and a public competition for its ex-
ploitation was issued.With a Presidential Decree in 2013
(Hellenic Republic, 2013), its spatial destination was ap-
proved in order to allow building on a natural landscape
lacking spatial planning policy, the terms of its construc-
tion and the Strategic Environmental Impact Study. In
2016, the Area Planning Study was approved (Hellenic
Republic, 2016a), the building conditions and the land
uses per building block were specified and the necessary
restrictions were set for the protection of cultural and
natural features. The environmental conditions for the
construction of all the necessary infrastructure projects
were also approved. Upon the completion of the pro-
cedures noted above, HRADF transferred to the invest-
ment group a portion of the land in a form of a lease for
99 years, in order to be used in accordance with the ur-
ban plan already approved by the State. In 2017, the full
ownership of the plots intended for the construction of
residences was also awarded. 50% of the utilised land is
being transferred to theMunicipality (roads and commu-
nal areas), while the forest areas and the beach zone re-
main as public spaces with free access.

The local authorities reacted negatively toward the
project from the beginning and appealed to the Council
of State but without success. Additionally, nine court
appeals—between 2012 and 2018—called for the cancel-
lation of the project, all of which resulted in rejections.
Despite all the positive legal outcomes concerning the
project, until the end of 2018 the project had failed to
secure all the necessary construction permits (building
permits, authorizations for interventions, etc.). This is de-
spite the fact that both the central government respon-
sible for the procedures up to the approval of the urban
plan and permits as well as the supportive approach of
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Figure 2. Special Spatial Development Plan for Kassiopi, Corfu, showing the boundaries of the estate, the development
zones and the protected areas. Source: Hellenic Republic (2013).

the courts have managed very quickly to comply with
their responsibilities and grant the necessary planning
approvals. However, the implementation of the project
cannot yet begin due to the ongoing opposition of the lo-
cal community, which prevents the local authorities from
granting the necessary building, and other permits still
under their jurisdiction, with equal ease to the invest-
ment group.

The second example concerns the development of
the holiday resort “Killada Hills” in Argolida, near Porto
Heli, covering an area of approximately 2,100 acres near
the sea. It is an area close to the capital Athens with re-
markable spatial features combining a beautiful shore-
line, tranquil scenery, very important ancient monu-
ments and high-level cultural destinations/activities in
the vicinity (Figure 3). The project is an investment on
a private land that took several years for its plot-by-

plot acquisition and encountered great difficulties when
the investors’ attempts to get the necessary approvals
through the conventional procedures proved unsuccess-
ful. Unlike the case of Kassiopi, there seems to have been
no significant reaction by the local community to the real-
isation of the project since there were no court appeals
or negative references published. For this reason—and
since 2013—the process of approval of the scheme pro-
ceeded at a relatively fast pace, while with the adoption
of the relevant ESCHASE in 2015 (Hellenic Republic, 2015)
all planning issues were resolved. At the end of 2018, the
Joint Ministerial Decision approval of the Town Planning
Study and the Environmental Terms for Projects and
Infrastructure was published (Hellenic Republic, 2018)
and, according to reports, earthworks have recently be-
gun. It also appears that, according to press reports, the
project’s financial difficulties have also been overcome.
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Figure 3. Killada Hills. Special Spatial Development Plan indicating the development zones (pink) and the golf course area
(light green). Source: Hellenic Republic (2015).

In the case of the “Killada Hills,” the acceptance by
the local community has contributed significantly to the
promotion of the project and eventually to the relatively
quick start of the works. The approval of the Urban
Planning took three years from the approval of the first
stage (the Presidential Decree), which in turn took just
over two years from the “official” launch of the project
as part of the state’s relevant procedure. The respective
time for the approval of both planning stages for LUDs
was five years (land designation processes and planning
approvals), in contrast to the official system of planning
which is estimated to take 15 years at least (Spiliopoulou,
2018). This is mentioned in order to explain the level of
acceleration of planning process towards approval with
special spatial planning tools.

Although in the case of Kassiopi the development
takes place mainly in a forestry area it is a mild in-

tervention into the environment, in contrast to the
dynamic intervention of Killada and specifically the
size of the project in relation to the existing village.
Despite that, the project will be realised in a rural, non-
protected environment.

Whereas in Greece the full implications and impact
of the delivery of the LUDs’ case studies referred to here
cannot be assessed, in Cyprus the construction of tall de-
velopments is beginning to emerge at a very fast pace.
Unofficial data from the Department of Town Planning
and Housing in January 2019 indicate that already 200
applications for LUDs had been submitted, primarily in
Limassol, by Spring 2019. Approximately 12 of those are
completed and occupied, some additional 28 of them
are currently under construction, while 15 have been ap-
proved by the planning authorities. The time needed by
the planning authority to examine and approve the ap-
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plication is officially the same as any other application of
similar complexity. The scale and often derivative height
of proposals varies primarily according to the scale of
the market and the nature of the developer/builder
(Department of Town Planning andHousing, 2018b). This
article examines two cases in Nicosia, one which repre-
sents the planning framework valid prior to 2013, and a
secondmore recent one that encompasses the evolution
of the planning framework. The second set of case stud-
ies describes the typical conditions in Limassol, which
emerged as a direct result of the 2013 economic depres-
sion and attempts for the revitalisation of the economy.

Nicosia’s interest in taller structures began in 2003
with the proposals for an architectural landmark central
location along the moat of the 16th century Venetian
walls of the city. Tower 25 was commissioned to the
reputable French architect Jean Nouvel. A planning per-
mit using the discretionary power of the Director of the
Planning Department was given in early 2010s, prior the
2013 incentives and the 2016 NCCAS provisions that cre-
ated a more beneficial environment for taller develop-
ments. At 62 meters high, it was the 4th tallest building
in Cyprus at the time, where now it is clearly dwarfed
by more recent proposals, and was delivered at the be-
ginning of 2013 when the economic crisis became appar-
ent. It was originally conceived as a residential building,
a decision which was revised at later stages of its feasi-
bility allocating the lower seven floors to high value of-
fice space with apartments above. The €25M construc-
tion cost was considered extravagantly high and its real
estate value was never established since none of the ac-
commodation became available for sale or rent in the
open market. Most of the accommodation was kept as
an investment by the development company—Nice Day
Developers—andwas sold through internal private deals.
The development is around 7,000m2 in a plot of 1,200m2.
Its related planning gain amounts to merely a narrow
public plaza (Ιoannou & Nicolaou, 2018) at the front en-
trance of the building. This case might indicate the un-
affordability of luxury accommodation or the low “com-
mercial profitability” of LUDs prior the 2013 transition.

A second similar example of the Leventis Gallery was
proposed a few years later and completed in the mid
of the economic recession of 2013, and it portrays the
same characteristics: privately owned luxury residential
accommodation, owner occupied, near the city walls,
and not part of the real estate market. A striking dif-
ference of this development, which makes it unique in
Cyprus so far, is the contribution of the building to the
social and cultural life of the city with the three lower
floors of the building open to the public accommodating
the first contemporary art gallery in Nicosia.

The first speculative residential building proposed
in Nicosia—“360 Nicosia”—is by far the tallest, with
27 floors of residential accommodation and 7 floors of
support amenities and ground floor retail (Cyfield Group,
2019). The site is a considerably larger plot of 2,000m2,
with around 25,000m2 of built space. The building lo-

cation falls within the tall buildings’ framework of the
NCCAS (Ioannou & Nicolaou, 2018), which allows unlim-
ited height and capacity to the site. The development
has accumulated all the plot ratio and height incentives
that are allowed by the state and purchased extra build-
ing coefficient from the local municipality. One other dif-
ference from the previous examples is the fact that this
buildingwas not designed by a “signature architect.” This
probably indicates the confidence of the local develop-
ment industry in delivering a relatively conventional high
profitability building. The turn of events in the relatively
conservativeNicosiamarket clearly shows the shift of the
initial interest from the LUDs as branding tools to profit-
making large-scale projects.

Developments in the coastal city of Limassol are all
speculative, driven by super profits on lands designated
for conventional 5–6 storey buildings and are already
built and occupied with 16 under construction, all of
different scales, height, shapes/morphological character
and all used the discretional planning powers of the
Planning Department for their approval. Approvals were
negotiated with very little planning gain (often small
parcels of publicly accessible space) which is very rarely
delivered. In most cases, the full site is privatised as ten-
ants’ amenity turn blank walls onto the periphery of
the site, with negative impact on surrounding neighbour-
hoods. The urban formation of towers is inevitably dis-
persed among its 20km coastline (Figure 1) in order for
each building to benefit from the sea view, a condition
determined by demand despite the fact that the Local
Plan has stated in relevant studies a set of preferred loca-
tions. The extent of this dispersal is only now beginning
to raise objections from the public and local media, as
they are seen as unwelcome implications caused by dis-
crepancies of scale (Ioannidou, 2018).

One other distinct difference in LUD in the coastal
cities is the market the building refers to and the type
of clientele. In Nicosia, residential units refer mainly to
the local markets or newcomers employed by enlarged
international firms. Most of the Limassol buildings draw
buyers from the “Scheme for Naturalization of Investors”
(Republic of Cyprus, 2014), a fact that very much re-
flected the vast difference in sale values across the two.
In these terms, the alteration of the city’s character is not
only physical but social and functional, conditions which
are noted by the local community and begin to create re-
actions and objections in the way the public sector regu-
lates this type of LUDs (Ιoannou & Nicolaou, 2018).

6. Conclusion

Formal planning frameworks in both cases have showed
a weak trajectory in defining the footprint of global in-
vestments on space, while community reaction and bu-
reaucracy seems to bemore decisive in slowing andmod-
erating change.

In both cases of Greece and Cyprus, LUDs are re-
garded as opportunities to benefit from the “spatial fix”
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of international capital, rather than a means of improv-
ing either planning practice, local economies or the envi-
ronment. Such policy in Greece so far has activated large
parcels of “cheap” public and/or private land through
fast track procedures, which provide legally binding spa-
tial planning conditions designed to stimulate large-scale
investment. Development policy in Cyprus facilitated
LUDs by providing incentives well over and above the al-
ready flexible spatial planning through discretionary po-
litical powers resulting often in unregulated, fast track ur-
ban interventions. In both cases, the fragments of supple-
mentary policies influence the “planning acquis” through
the establishment of mechanisms that easily bypass the
formal spatial planning system and its interest in struc-
tured planning, detailed considerations of impact and en-
vironmental quality. One other consequence, which be-
comes increasingly obvious, is the emergence of a com-
mon approach of a public policy shift of the decision-
making process from the local planning authorities to
the central state and away from local concerns. The flex-
ibilities this change implies lead towards favouring LUDs
more than any local considerations or benefits.

Although this strategic shift of dynamics and the eco-
nomic and urban development challenges are similar in
both countries, the corresponding institutional frame-
works, processes, tools, planning context and develop-
ment outputs differ significantly. While Greece features
a well-structured formal planning system referring to all
scales of planning as well as the special tools for LUD’s
purposes, in Cyprus flexible, horizontal decision making
and discretion in the absence of a tight formal planning
regulations characterise development processes. In the
Greek paradigm, the promotion of a high volume of bind-
ing legal acts and processes that bypass the strict for-
mal planning system facilitates the relatively fast deliv-
ery of the LUDs despite delays caused by reactions lo-
cally. Alternatively, in Cyprus, the existing loose regu-
lating system which bypasses the official Development
Plans becomes even more flexible in favor of large com-
prehensive developments with no formal legal mecha-
nisms within the planning procedures to facilitate the in-
terference of public opinion, leading to a very fast deliv-
ery of large projects.

In both, interrelated factors seem to influence the lo-
cation and type of proposed LUDs: in Greece, to a lim-
ited number, large-scale tourist development outside ur-
ban areas toward rural andmainly undeveloped low-cost
coastal areas; in Cyprus, to smaller-scale urban residen-
tial projects in urban areas. One last factor, which seems
to affect outcomes, is the consolidated cultural percep-
tion of the spatial urban landscape and the level of influ-
ence towards its shape by local communities. Both the
planning system and processes associated with LUDs re-
flect a much stronger cultural attitude in Greece toward
“democratic” and direct involvement of citizens in civic af-
fairs in comparison to Cyprus. In these terms, where the
political trajectory of each region seems similar, funda-
mental difference in systems and real estate conditions

also seem to lead to different outcomes in terms of the
physical character and nature of the LUDs and their rate
and ease of delivery.

The question of how far there is potential benefits
in the future from the implementation of LUDs in local-
ities remains open and controversial. In Greece, the in-
vestors’ response to new LUD projects is limited so far,
probably due to political and socio-economic realities.
Furthermore, implications can only be assumed since
very few large projects have been delivered recently. The
future of LUDs in this context seems uncertain and per-
haps relevant only in the long term. On the contrary, in
Cyprus—where foreign investors responded rapidly to
the opportunities for large projects—potential benefits
seem limited to purely economic interests andmostly rel-
evant to the real estate sector. The potential for area re-
generation and the triggering of wider area renewal dy-
namics, positive cultural change or obvious benefit for
the local community are apparently not possible. Lack of
relevant research and available data also fails to verify
the nature of the financial benefits of “spatial fixes” to
the local economy.

The basic criticism of the current LUD policy in both
countries, which is again a verification of the “spatial fix”
concept, is that new processes are adopted because of
pressures by international investors to avoid integrating
projects with obvious impact on short term profitability.
The integration of LUDs into the formal planning system
not only could have secured a better “fit” of non-local in-
vestment but also had the potential to improve mecha-
nism and inform a step change to local planning practice.
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